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Introduction
When I think about my 28 years of life with arthritis and listening to and helping others living with the disease, what
stands out for me is how chronic pain experienced by a family member impacts the lives of everyone around them. The
families who are successful are the ones who can communicate with each other and share feelings and concerns. This
is particularly important if you are lucky to have children.
It’s a daily challenge for parents to act as medical translators for their children— explaining complicated medical terminology in everyday language— and only gets more difficult when it comes to printed material, written by adults for
adults, that relies heavily on language that can be scary, intimidating and confusing to kids.
This Edition’s Vision Graphique booklet on rheumatoid arthritis is an innovative way to make medical literature less
confusing for children whose parent is living with the disease. Well-written, well-drawn and crafted with care, this
booklet is full of practical, easy-to-understand information for kids that explains what is happening to their parent.
Providing age appropriate content, in a format children are familiar with and can read comfortably at home, is a much
needed tool to help children understand and be able to start a rheumatoid arthritis conversation with their parent.
Cheryl Koehn
Arthritis Consumer Experts (ACE)
www.jointhealth.org

Concert time!
Hi Mom! Zoe’s
really excited
about spending the
afternoon with
you...

Yes, Grandma,
can we play
the piano
together?

Come in...
I’ll tell you...
it’s called
rheumatoid
arthritis.

I’m not sure that I
can, love. My illness is
But what is
really making
your illness,
my hands ache
Grandma?
just now.

Look at my hands ...

As time goes on,
my fingers
are becoming
deformed and

The joints*
in my fingers
and wrists are
swollen by
inflammation.

*

The joints are
where the bones
are joined up
so the limbs
can move.

they’re more
and more
difficult
to move...

... It hurts
a lot,
especially
when
they’re
very inflamed.

My feet and knees
can also become
inflamed but
I’ll be getting a
new treatment
and I hope I’ll
be better
soon.

Come on,
let’s try to play
something...

Oh Grandma,
please
don’t cry.

Ouch! I don’t
think I can
do it...

You know what,
grandma? I know what
we can do! We’re going
to listen to my music
this time!

At the end of the
afternoon

Don’t move,
I’ll get it...

mam, dad,
come and
see...

I’ve been playing
rap for
Grandma and
she loves it...

MAH MOTHER

Guess!
Up early
tomorrow,
don’t forget
we’re going to
dinosaur
park...

Where’s
grandma?
She was going
to wake us up...

The next
morning...

Goodnight,
grandma!

Come on,
time to
get up!

grandma is not
well today, her
disease, called
rheumatoid
arthritis is
hurting a lot...

... sometimes, it
just flares up
and the pain gets
worse...

Later...

Her joints are
inflamed... her
hands, her
wrists, her
knees, her
feet and
her ankles
all hurt.

Her joints
are red,
swollen and
painful...

When it flares up, it
hurts a lot
and grandma’s
really tired.

Let’s say
goodbye
to grandma.

See you
later
grandma...

Andy and I
have an idea so
that you can
see the park...

When we get back, we’ll
act out what we saw and
you’ll have to
guess what
it is...

ok!

At the park...

The park was fantastic.
Ready to guess
what we saw?

Terrific,
grandma,
you’re up!

Ready!

i’m 100% sure
that is grandad

Noooo,
it’s a
dinosaur!

Andy and Zoe’s grandmother has rheumatoid arthritis, a painful disease that affects the joints. This disease can
impact family life, as shown in the two graphic stories in this booklet.

Rheumatoid arthritis, a disease that affects family life
Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA) is a chronic inflammatory disease which mainly affects the joints of the hands and wrists,
but can also attack the joints of the hips, knees, feet, shoulders and elbows.
The main symptoms of the disease are pain, stiffness and fatigue. It develops in flare-ups followed by remissions. In
the long term, the inflammation can destroy the joints and cause disabling deformities.
The first symptoms most commonly appear between the ages of 30 and 60, but may do so at any age. Although its
intensity and development vary from one patient to the next, its symptoms and the restrictions and limitations it
causes do affect family life in most cases.
It is important to tell your friends and family about this disease. The purpose of this booklet is to help explain the
disease to children and enable you and them to talk about it.
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